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Unit Objectives

• Define system maintenance

• Relate the importance of health IT/eHealth 
and related system diagnostics and 
maintenance

• Define the practices and categories associated 
with software maintenance

• Describe the software maintenance process

• Describe downtime and disaster recovery 
procedures
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What is System/Software 
Maintenance?

• System maintenance can be defined as the 
required upkeep, preservation and 
modifications made to a computer 
database, in order to retain integrity, correct 
faults, or improve performance or other 
attributes
– Any work that is done to change the software 

after it is in operation is considered to be 
maintenance

– The objective of software maintenance is to 
modify existing software while preserving its 
integrity

• System maintenance is an integral part of a 
software life cycle, usually maintained by 
the IT department of an organization
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The Importance of System/Software 
Maintenance

• Maintaining a system is important in several 
ways:

– it preserves the value of the system over time

– it can enhance and expand the user base

– it can help meet additional requirements for 
functionality, making the system easier to use and  
more efficient

– it can utilize newer functionality and technology 
with upgrades and updates instead of purchasing 
new software
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The Importance of System/Software 
Maintenance (cont’d)

• Software maintenance sustains the 
software product throughout its life 
cycle (from development to operations)

• During the process, modification 
requests are logged and tracked, and 
the impact of proposed changes is 
determined

• Code and other software artifacts are 
modified

• Testing is conducted, and a new version 
of the software product is released

• Also, training and daily support are 
provided to users
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Software Maintenance Practices
There are a number of practices, processes and activities that are unique to 
software maintenance.  These include:
• Requirements gathering: activities performed to obtain a general 

knowledge of what a software product does and how the parts work 
together

• Transition: a controlled and coordinated sequence of activities during 
which software is transferred progressively from the developer to the 
maintainer

• Modification request acceptance/rejection: in some instances, 
modifications requesting work beyond a certain size/effort/complexity 
may be rejected by maintainers and rerouted to a developer

• Maintenance help desk: an end-user and maintenance coordinated 
support function that triggers the assessment, prioritization, and costing 
of modification requests

• Impact analysis: a technique to identify areas impacted by a potential 
change

• Maintenance Service-Level Agreements (SLAs): contractual agreements 
that describe the services to be performed in the maintenance along with 
quality objectives
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Software Maintenance Categories

• There are four categories of software maintenance defined by 
ISO/IEC/IEEE 14764:
– Corrective maintenance: reactive modification (or repairs) of a 

software product performed after delivery to correct discovered 
problems. Included in this category is emergency maintenance, which 
is an unscheduled modification performed to temporarily keep a 
software product operational pending corrective maintenance

– Adaptive maintenance: modification of a software product performed 
after delivery to keep a software product usable in a changed or 
changing environment. For example, the operating system might be 
upgraded and some changes to the software may be necessary

– Perfective maintenance: modification of a software product after 
delivery to provide enhancements for users, improvement of program 
documentation, and recoding to improve software performance, 
maintainability, or other software attributes

– Preventive maintenance: modification of a software product after 
delivery to detect and correct latent faults in the software product 
before they become operational faults
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The Software Maintenance Process
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Implementation
•Includes software preparation and 
transition activities

Analysis
•Any problems are reconciled; 

modifications are analysed, checked 
and confirmed

Modification

•Maintenance is 
performed; any required 
modifications are made to 
the system

Acceptance
•Maintenance packages are accepted; any  

modifications are demonstrated, and accepted by 
the proposers and/or end-users

Migration

•Maintenance packages 
and modifications are 
migrated from the test 
environment to the 
production environment

Retirement

•The above 
processes 
repeat until 
the system is 
retired/ 
sunsetted
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The Software Maintenance Process: 
Implementation

• The implementation process contains software 
preparation and transition activities

• These include:
– the conception and creation of the maintenance 

plan
– the preparation for handling problems identified 

during development,
– and the follow-up on product configuration 

management

• Programmers spend considerable time reading 
and understanding programs in order to 
implement changes

• In cases of vendor supplied maintenance 
changes, the implementation process is usually 
straight-forward
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The Software Maintenance Process: 
Implementation (cont’d)

• With organization-based modifications, the 
following processes are frequently employed 
during implementation:
– Reengineering is defined as the examination 

and alteration of software to reconstitute it in a 
new form, and includes the subsequent 
implementation of the new form

– Refactoring is a reengineering technique that 
aims at reorganizing a program without 
changing its behavior. Refactoring techniques 
can be used during minor changes

– Finally, reverse engineering, identifying the 
software’s components and their inter-
relationships, or to create representations of the 
software in another form or at higher levels of 
abstraction, is sometimes used to re-document 
the source code or recover the design
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The Software Maintenance Process: Analysis

• The issue and modification analysis process is 
executed once the software or application has 
become the responsibility of the maintenance 
group
– This includes diagnosing deficiencies or causes of 

failure, and/or identifying components of the 
software to be modified, along with any 
associated parts, applications or systems that will 
be affected as a result of the modification

• The maintenance programmer must analyse
each request, confirm it (by reproducing the 
situation), check its validity, investigate it and 
propose a solution

• The programmer then documents the request 
and the solution proposal
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The Software Maintenance Process: 
Modification

• A detailed history is kept of the system 
before any modifications are made, 
therefore making rollback of changes 
possible

• All measures of the maintainer’s effort 
associated with implementing a specified 
modification are documented

• Code and other software artifacts are 
modified in the test environment

• Regression testing (the selective retesting 
of software or a component to verify that 
the modifications have not caused 
unintended effects) and other tests are 
performed
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The Software Maintenance Process: 
Acceptance

• Acceptance of the maintenance package 
occurs when the package is accepted by 
the maintainer, in cases of vendor 
supplied changes

• In cases of user-proposed modifications, 
the changes are demonstrated to the 
requestor in the test environment

• The programmer or maintainer confirms 
the modified work with the individual who 
submitted the request in order to make 
sure the modification provided a solution

• Once the modifications are accepted, they 
can be moved into the production 
environment 
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The Software Maintenance Process: Migration

• Moving software from one operating environment into 
another, such as from testing into production, or from one 
platform to another, is called migration
– The migration process in maintenance is reserved for 

major modifications, and is not part of daily maintenance 
tasks

• Migration of software involves making sure that new 
features are exploited, old settings do not require 
changing, and taking steps to ensure that current 
applications continue to work in the new environment

• Data migration may involve many phases but it minimally 
includes data extraction where data is read from the old 
environment and data loading, where data is written to 
the new environment

• After loading into the new environment, data is verified to 
validate that it was accurately translated, is complete, and 
supports processes in the new environment

• During verification, there may be a need for a parallel 
testing/operation of both systems to identify areas of 
disparity and anticipate erroneous data loss
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The Software Maintenance Process: 
Retirement 

• Software retirement, also called software 
decommissioning or sunsetting, is the practice 
of shutting down redundant or obsolete 
applications while retaining access to the 
historical data

• Legacy applications are often maintained solely 
to provide infrequent or sporadic access to data 
within the application database for regulatory or 
business purposes.
– This is frequently necessary in the setting of 

healthcare organizations, where hospital records, 
both paper and electronic in various formats, 
need to be maintained for years or decades

• The act of software retirement usually involves 
migrating data from the legacy application 
database to another data repository or archive 
store that can be accessed independently
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The Need for Software Maintenance

• Maintenance is needed to ensure that the software continues to 
satisfy user requirements. Maintenance is applicable to software 
that is developed using any software life cycle model (for example, 
spiral or linear)

• Software products change due to corrective and non-corrective 
software actions

• Here are some of the reasons maintenance is performed:
– to correct faults
– to improve the design
– to implement enhancements
– to interface with other software
– to adapt programs so that different hardware, software, system 

features, or networking facilities can be used
– to migrate legacy software, and
– to retire software
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System Diagnostics

System diagnostics refers to concepts, techniques, and tools related to 
obtaining findings, conclusions, and evaluations about software systems 
and their implementation, composition, behavior, and evolution. 
System diagnostics serve as a means to monitor, steer, observe and 
optimize software development, software maintenance, and software 
re-engineering.

Six steps to troubleshooting include:
• Identify the problem
• Establish a theory of probable cause
• Test the theory to determine cause
• Establish a plan of action to resolve the problem and implement the 

solution
• Verify system functionality and if applicable implement preventative 

measures
• Document findings, actions, and outcomes
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Downtime in a Healthcare Setting

• Downtime is defined as time during which 
software, a system, or a device is 
nonoperational, unavailable for use and 
unable to perform its primary function

• There are three types of downtime:  
scheduled, unscheduled, and semi-planned
– Scheduled downtime is planned in advance for 

reasons including scheduled maintenance, system 
updates and patches, and upgrades

– Unscheduled downtime is due to system or 
environmental failures (e.g., power outages)

– Semi-planned downtime includes software or 
hardware upgrades that the organization does not 
schedule itself, such as those scheduled by the 
vendor. This may include patches that need to be 
applied quickly to avoid security vulnerability
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Downtime in a Healthcare Setting 
(Cont’d)

• Reliability, availability, recovery, and 
unavailability are related concepts. The 
unavailability is the proportion of a time-
span that a system is unavailable or offline

• System unavailability is usually a result of 
routine or scheduled maintenance 
(scheduled downtime), or the system failing 
to function because of an unscheduled 
event (unscheduled downtime)
– Downtime is a term also commonly applied to 

networks and servers. The common reasons for 
unplanned outages are system failures (such as a 
crash) or communications failures (commonly 
known as network outage)
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Downtime in a Healthcare Setting 
(Cont’d)

• Unless there are redundant systems in place, all 
organizations with software applications and systems 
will most likely experience downtime; for instance, 
during routine maintenance or back-ups that are 
performed at established intervals, often on a daily, 
monthly, or quarterly basis

• Downtime may affect a single application or may be 
system-wide. But no matter how many departments are 
involved, each area affected by the downtime will need 
to be familiar with the policies affecting their area to 
keep patient care and operations running smoothly and 
information complete and intact

• All system users should have regular training on 
downtime procedures. The first session should occur 
when the system is being installed. New employees 
should be trained on downtime procedures as part of 
their system training. All users should receive refresher 
training on a regular basis
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Downtime Procedures

• Downtime procedures are defined as the steps 
organizations follow to continue care processes 
when systems are down are not functional

• Guidelines/procedures for both scheduled as 
well as unscheduled downtimes help staff know 
what is expected of them and consequently 
reduce errors in documentation or unforeseen 
events negatively affecting patient care

• As a general rule, downtime procedures are 
generally implemented when downtimes exceed 
one hour

• Important information for staff regarding the 
downtime includes: 
– What system will be down
– When the downtime will begin
– How long the system will be unavailable
– Why the system will be down
– What changes are being made to the system, and 

what the end-user can expect
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Sample Downtime Procedures
• In the event of an unplanned, unscheduled downtime, staff will need to be 

prepared to handle working without computerized technology and be able 
to transition to a paper process until the system is online

• IT Department:
– Notification of unplanned downtime will be communicated by the IT 

department or vendor via direct phone call
– If the unit/floor has not been notified by the IT department or vendor, it 

should contact an IT or help desk to report the downtime
– The IT department or vendor will notify the unit/floor via e-mail or phone call 

when the system is back online

• Clinical Staff:
– Healthcare providers and staff will continue providing patient care.
– Paper forms for documenting vital signs, nursing and physician notes, and 

medication administration will be made available.
– Paper forms will be completed.
– Upon notification that the system is back up, a designated person will enter 

the clinical information for each patient as soon as the system is stable. (Units 
will predetermine the amount of time that will transpire before 
documentation will be entered manually versus scanned.)
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Clinical Impact of Downtime

• Potential hazards during downtime:
– Risk of medication and treatment errors
– Results and imaging data not available
– Procedures are cancelled
– Tests are duplicated or delayed
– Diagnosis is delyaed or there is not enough information to make 

a diagnosis
– Morbidity or mortality

• “Measuring the effects of computer downtime on hospital 
pathology processes” 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S153204
6415002968
– Effects depend on the type of IT problem
– Clinician review was delayed due to lack of access to the results
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Unscheduled Downtime

• Unscheduled downtime can be potentially 
dangerous in a hospital setting
– Of primary importance is ensuring patients are 

safe and the treatment/intervention is not 
interrupted

• In order to prevent unscheduled downtime, 
regular scheduled downtime is maintained, 
as well as system maintanence

• After unscheduled downtime, further risks 
are mitigated through disaster recovery 
planning
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Disaster Recovery

• All healthcare entities must implement procedures to 
protect and secure access to electronic protected 
health information (ePHI)

• Additionally, organizations must provide a contingency 
plan to insure continued ePHI availability during 
emergencies or disasters

• However, ePHI exists only in conjunction with data 
processing applications and, thus, can only be 
recovered together with those systems

• Therefore, disaster recovery requirements state the 
need for an ePHI data backup plan, along with disaster 
recovery and emergency mode operation plans
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Disaster Recovery (cont’d)

• The purpose of the data backup plan is to create systems that allow for 
the restoration of all ePHI
– Data backups can be written to removable media, such as tape DVDs or CDs, 

or they can be placed on alternate storage systems such as virtual tape 
libraries, other storage or dedicated backup appliances

– Data backups are taken periodically, usually duplicated, stored both on and 
offsite, and preserve multiple versions of data

– Alternatively, data replication or mirroring is a process where data is copied 
to another site, which can be a host, network or storage system facility. 
Mirroring can be scheduled, asynchronous or synchronous. Scheduled data 
replication can be done every week, every shift or more often 

– For asynchronous mirroring, data is copied some time after it is modified. 
With synchronous mirroring, copies are made while data is being modified

• The purpose of the disaster recovery plan is to identify the processes and 
procedures needed to insure that ePHI data can be restored in the event 
of loss

• Finally, the purpose of the emergency mode operation plan is to describe 
how operations can continue to protect and secure ePHI during an 
emergency
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Disaster Recovery Plan
Any data recovery plan (DRP) should include the following five components:
• Disaster declaration: The DRP should document the disaster recovery decision 

process and team participants. The purpose of the disaster declaration process 
and team, which generally consist of operations and other senior IT management 
personnel, is to determine if disaster recovery is truly warranted.

• Disaster list: The DRP should focus on a select set of high-probability and high-
impact events such as natural disasters or other catastrophes. Cataloguing these 
within the DRP can help IT personnel justify investment in costly backup systems, 
alternate site(s) and application recovery.

• Data backup: Any disaster will depend on backups or mirrors of current data and 
applications. Therefore, backup systems should be well described in the DRP. This 
information should include the frequency, type and locations of any data and 
system backups and/or replication done. 

• Alternate site: The DRP should describe the secondary site capabilities, activation 
procedures and contact lists. The DRP should also provide instructions as to how 
technical personnel will access and/or travel to the alternate site.

• ePHI recovery: The DRP should identify all ePHI systems and data requirements. 
Furthermore, the process for restoring ePHI application operations should be fully 
recorded. Moreover, an application recovery priority list should be provided to 
determine restoration sequence. 
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Disaster Recovery Plan (cont’d)

• These three elements should also be 
addressed during a disaster recovery plan and 
procedure:
– Emergency response

• protect lives and limit damage

– Backup operations
• ensure that data backups are safe, take backups 

regularly BEFORE the disaster

– Recovery actions
• recover after a disaster with backups and other 

recovery actions
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Unit Review Checklist

 Defined system maintenance

 Described the software maintenance process

 Defined the practices and categories 
associated with software maintenance

 Related the importance of health IT/eHealth 
and related system diagnostics and 
maintenance (LB06)

 Described downtime and disaster recovery 
procedures (EEB09)

29
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Unit Review Exercise/Activity

a. the changes are demonstrated to the requestor 
in the test environment

b. each modification request is confirmed, 
validated and investigated

c. redundant or obsolete applications are shut 
down, while access is retained to the historical 
data

d. refactoring or reverse engineering may be 
utilized during this system maintenance 
process

e. code and other software artifacts are modified 
in the test environment

f. After loading into the new environment, data is 
verified to validate it was accurately translated, 
is complete, and supports processes
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1. implementation

2. analysis

3. modification

4. acceptance

5. migration

6. retirement

Match the following tasks on the left with the correct 
system maintenance process on the right:



Unit Exam
1. Which of the following statements is true regarding system 

maintenance?
a) Receiving updates from the vendor are not considered to be 

maintenance
b) Receiving upgrades from the vendor are not considered to be 

maintenance
c) Receiving new software from the vendor is not considered to be 

maintenance
d) Modifications requested from end users are not considered to be 

maintenance

2. Which of the following statements is false regarding system 
maintenance?

a) The objective of software maintenance is to modify existing software 
while preserving its integrity

b) Maintaining a system preserves its value over time
c) Maintenance usually decreases and reduces the user base of a system
d) Maintenance can utilize newer functionality and technology with 

upgrades and updates instead of purchasing new software
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Unit Exam (cont’d)
3. “Modification of a software product performed after 

delivery to keep a software product usable in a changed or 
changing environment” describes which software 
maintenance category?
a) Corrective
b) Adaptive
c) Perfective
d) Preventive

4. “Contractual agreements that describe the services to be 
performed in the maintenance along with quality 
objectives” describe which software maintenance practice?

a) Requirements gathering
b) Help desk
c) Impact analysis
d) SLA
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Unit Exam (cont’d)
5. Regression testing is performed during which 

system maintenance process?
a) Modification
b) Implementation
c) Analysis
d) Migration

6. Parallel testing/operation of systems may be 
performed during which system maintenance 
process?
a) Modification
b) Implementation
c) Analysis
d) Migration
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Unit Exam (cont’d)
7. Six troubleshooting steps to system diagnostics include 

all of the following, except which?
a) Identify the problem
b) Start making repairs
c) Establish a theory of probable cause
d) Test the theory to determine cause

8. “Software or hardware upgrades that the organization 
does not schedule itself, such as those scheduled by 
the vendor” describes which type of downtimes?

a) Planned
b) Scheduled
c) Semi-planned
d) Unscheduled
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Unit Exam (cont’d)
9. Data replication or mirroring processes include all of the 

following, except?
a) Descriptions of secondary site capabilities, activation 

procedures and contact lists
b) Data being copied to another site, which can be a host, network 

or storage system facility
c) Scheduled data replication done every week, every shift or 

more often
d) Data duplicates made while data is being entered

10. “A select set of high-probability and high-impact events 
such as natural disasters or other catastrophes” describes 
which component of the Data Recovery Plan (DRP)?

a) Disaster list
b) Disaster declaration
c) Alternate site
d) ePHI recovery
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